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ABSTRACT After the local outlier factor was first proposed, there is a large family of local outlier detection

approaches derived from it. Since the existing approaches only focus on the extent of overall separation

between an object and its neighbors, and ignore the degree of dispersion between them, the precision

of these approaches will be affected by various degrees in the scattered datasets. In addition, the outlier

data occupy a relatively small amount in the dataset, but the existing approaches need to perform local

outlier factor calculation on all data during the outlier detection, which greatly reduces the efficiency of

the algorithms. In this paper, we redefine a local outlier factor called local deviation coefficient (LDC) by

taking full advantage of the distribution of the object and its neighbors. And then, we propose a safe non-

outlier objects elimination approach named as rough clustering based on multi-level queries (RCMLQ) to

preprocess the datasets to eliminate the non-outlier objects to the utmost. Finally, an efficient local outlier

detection approach named as efficient density-based local outlier detection for scattered data (E2DLOS) is

proposed based on the LDC and RCMLQ. The RCMLQ greatly reduces the amount of data that needs to be

quantified for local outlier factor and the LDC is more sensitive to the degree of anomaly of the scattered

datasets, and so the E2DLOS improves the existing local outlier detection approaches in time efficiency

and detection accuracy. Experiments show that the LDC can better reflect the true abnormal situations of

the data for the scattered datasets. And the RCMLQ can be used in parallel with the traditional methods

of improving the efficiency of the nearest neighbor search, which can further improve the efficiency of the

E2DLOS algorithm by about 16%.

INDEX TERMS Outlier detection, local outlier factor, neighborhood variance, rough clustering, scattered

dataset.

I. INTRODUCTION

Outliers are a special subset of the dataset that are signif-

icantly distinct from the other data and have a very small

percentage, but they often contain real and unimaginable

knowledge. Outlier detection is devoted to discovering out-

liers from a large amount of information data. It is an

important part of data mining and a very active branch of

information science, which has attracted the attention of

researchers in many disciplines including data mining, statis-

tics, and information theory [2], [3]. Now, outlier detection

is considered as a critical task in many practical applications,

such as network intrusion detection [4]–[8], fraud detection

[9]–[11], industrial damage detection [12]–[15] and health

care monitoring [16]–[18].

The outliers originally existed as the by-product of many

clustering algorithms, and this directly inspired many schol-

ars to improve some clustering algorithms to obtain the

early major outlier detection algorithms. Since the clustering

algorithms and some other early studies of outlier detection

are based on the entire dataset, the early outlier detection

methods obtained a set of global outliers. However, due to the

complexity and variability of the real world, the instability of

data collection and transmission technology, etc., the datasets

obtained in practical applications are often incomplete in

terms of time and space. Moreover, we only care about

the change of things in a local scope in many scenarios.

Therefore, the outliers obtained at this time are local out-

liers. Compared with global outliers, the local outliers only
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compare the data with one of its smaller nearest neigh-

bors and not the entire dataset. Schubert et al. [19] first

defined the local outliers factor (LOF), and then for differ-

ent datasets or application scenarios, many scholars have

improved and extended the LOF algorithm from two aspects,

i.e., the determination of the local neighbors of the test object

and the comparison between the test object and its neighbors,

and many of these algorithms have achieved good results.

However, the existing local outlier detection approaches only

focus on the extent to which the object deviates from its

neighbors as a whole when calculating the local outlier factor,

and ignore the degree of dispersion between them. Therefore,

when these algorithms perform outlier detection on scattered

datasets, their accuracy will be seriously affected.

In addition, the existing local outlier detection methods

need to perform nearest neighbor search for all objects in

the dataset when calculating local outlier factor, which is a

very time-consuming process and its time complexity can

reach O(n2), thus the existing detection algorithms are not

suitable for local outlier detection in large-scale datasets.

Now, there are two main ways to improve the efficiency of

the algorithms. One is to simplify the calculation of the local

outlier factor. However, this method is limited in the degree

of improvement and tends to reduce the accuracy of the algo-

rithms [19], [20]. The other one is to use a various data struc-

tures (such as R*-tree [21], KD-tree [22], Cover tree [23],

M-tree [24], R-tree [25] etc.) for efficient nearest neighbor

search. Now that the research results of data structure are rich

and mature, this method is widely used and has achieved a

very good performance. According to the definition of out-

liers, it can be known that the outlier data occupies only a very

amount of the dataset relative to normal data [26]. Therefore,

we can eliminate the safe internal objects to the maximum

extent by preprocessing the dataset, which can minimize the

amount of data for calculating the local outlier factor and

effectively improve the time efficiency of the outlier detection

algorithms. It is obvious that this method can also be applied

in parallel with the method of improving the efficiency of

nearest neighbor search by adopting a data structure, so this

paper focuses on further improving the efficiency of the

algorithms by eliminating non-outliers.

Aiming at the limitation of the traditional local out-

lier detection algorithms, we first redefine a local outlier

factor called Local Deviation Coefficient (LDC) by using

the expectation and variance of the distance between the

object and its neighbors. And then a safe non-outlier objects

elimination approach named as Rough Clustering based on

Multi-Level Queries (RCMLQ) is studied to preprocess the

datasets, which greatly reduces the number of data that

needed to quantify the local outlier factor and thus further

improves the efficiency of the local outlier detection from a

new direction. Finally, we propose an efficient local outlier

detection algorithm named as Efficient Density-based Local

Outlier Detection for Scattered data (E2DLOS). Expectation

and variance are two important indicators that represent the

distribution of datasets. Therefore, LDC can better reflect

the degree of data dispersion, which can make the local

outlier factor quantized by LDC reflects the abnormality of

scattered data more fully. And in the process of clustering,

the RCMLQ algorithm only needs to traverse the dataset once

and perform the nearest neighbor search on a small amount of

the dataset. Therefore the RCMLQalgorithm is very efficient.

Moreover, the amount of data that is needed to calculate the

local outlier factor will be greatly reduced after the dataset

is preprocessed by the RCMLQ algorithm, and the RCMLQ

can also be used in parallel with the traditional method of

improving the nearest neighbor search efficiency to reduce

the time complexity of the algorithms, so the E2DLOS algo-

rithm further improves the time efficiency of the local outlier

detection from a new direction. In this way, we improve the

local outlier detection algorithm from both efficiency and

accuracy. In conclusion, we extend the ecosystem of local

outlier detection approaches from a new perspective. Finally,

the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed approaches

are verified by both synthetic and real data. This article is

substantially an extension of our early conference paper [1].

In the previous conference paper, a new local outlier coef-

ficient (LDC) was defined for the low accuracy of local

outlier detection in scattered datasets. On this basis, a dataset

preprocessing method (RCMLQ) is proposed to improve

the time efficiency of the local outlier detection algorithm.

In this way, we extend the outlier detection approach from

the accuracy and time efficiency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-

cusses the related works. Section 3 describes the E2DLOS

approach. Section 4 presents the experimental study and the

result of experiment evaluation. Finally, the section 5 sates

our conclusions.

II. RELATER WORK

A. LOCAL OUTLIER DETECTION APPROACHES

Outliers are also called abnormal points, novel points, devia-

tion points, noise points, etc., which have different definitions

in different fields. However, the definition by Hawkings [26]

is a good embodiment of the essence of the outliers: ‘‘an

outlier is an observation point, which deviates from the other

observation points so much that it is caused by the sus-

picion that it is generated by different mechanisms’’ [13].

Because this definition is from the perspective of the entire

dataset, the outliers here refer to global outliers. Relative to

the global outliers, the study of local outliers is much later.

Breuing et al. [27] first defined the concept of local out-

lier factor and proposed the LOF algorithm for local outlier

detection.

Definition 1: Local outliers are the objects that distin-

guish or deviate from their neighborhood in the dataset.

Density-based outlier detection is developed on the basis

of the definition of distance. The main idea of density-based

outlier detection is to first define the ‘‘density’’ of the object

according to the two parameters of the distance among the

objects and the number of objects within a given range,
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and then use the density to quantify the degree of outlier of

each object. The LOF is a density-based parameter that was

first introduced by Breuing to measure the degree of local

deviation of the objects.

The LOF algorithm can be effectively applied to non-

uniform density datasets for outlier detection, and it has

been successfully applied in many fields. In addition, LOF

is a seminal algorithm, and many scholars have improved or

extended it for different datasets or some special application

scenarios. And a series of local outlier detection algorithms

have been proposed on this basis. The more representative

algorithms at present are as follows: LSC (local sparse coef-

ficient) algorithm [28], MDEF (multi granularity deviation

factor) algorithm [29], INFLOF (outlier factor based on the

symmetric close relation) algorithm [30], COF (connectivity-

based outlier factor) algorithm [31], SimplifiedLOF algo-

rithm [19], LoOP (local outlier probabilities) algorithm [32],

LDOF(local distance-based outlier factor) algorithm [20],

LDF (local density factor) algorithm [33], KDEOS (kernel

density estimation outlier score) algorithm [34]. The existing

local outlier detection algorithms generally calculate the local

outlier factor of all data in the dataset. However, these existing

algorithms are less efficient when calculating the local outlier

factor of the objects for the reason that the determination of

the nearest neighborhood of each object needs to traverse the

dataset once. Therefore, the scholars mainly reduce the time

complexity of the algorithms by improving the efficiency of

nearest neighbor search, and the determination methods of

the neighborhood of the objects become a major difference

of the existing local outlier detection algorithms. Nowadays,

improving the efficiency of nearest neighbor search is mainly

using various classic data structures (such as various tree

structures) [35]–[37]. Specifically, we will analyze these

algorithms in detail in the next section.

B. LOCAL OUTLIER FACTOR QUANTIZATION APPROACHES

The other major difference among the existing local outlier

detection algorithms is the calculation of local outlier fac-

tor. LOF [24] is the first local outlier factor defined in the

academia. For any test object o, the LOF first determines its

k nearest neighbor (kNN) set, k-distance, reachable distance

(reach−distk ) and reachable density (lrd) by the given thresh-

old number k of nearest neighbor objects, and then the ratio

of the average lrd of the kNN set of o to the lrd of o is used

to represent the magnitude of the LOF value. LOF can well

solve the problem of mining local outliers of the datasets with

uneven density distribution. However, the algorithm has the

drawback that the detection result is affected by the k value,

the time complexity is high, and the accuracy of detection

results is relatively low for the distributed sparse datasets.

The proposal of LOF is a groundbreaking work, which

leads many scholars to continue in-depth research in this

field and has achieved a series of results. Schubert et al. [19]

directly replaces the reachable distance of LOFwith k-nearest

neighbor distance, thus the more simple density estimation

is obtained. Then, the SimplifiedLOF algorithm is proposed

based on this, but it does not improve the time complexity

of the LOF algorithm. Tang et al. [31] improved the density

estimation of the SimplifiedLOF algorithm and proposed the

COF algorithm. The COF algorithm first uses the minimum

spanning tree (MST) to determine the neighborhood of the

object and the average connection distance between the object

and its neighbors, and the COF is then represented by the

ratio of the average connection distance of the object to its

neighbors. The COF algorithm overcomes the shortcomings

of the LOF algorithm cannot effectively measure the outliers

of sequence data and low-density datasets. However, LOF

needs to establish a MST with a time complexity of O(k2),

so its time complexity is higher than the LOF algorithm.

Jin et al. [30] improved the definition of the neighborhood

of the SimplifiedLOF algorithm and proposed the INFLOF

algorithm. The INFLOF algorithm uses the union of the

object’s kNN and RkNN as the k-neighborhood. But the

INFLOF algorithm needs to calculate the RkNN of the object

with a time complexity of O(k2). Kriegel et al. [32] studied

a more robust local density estimation function than the Sim-

plifiedLOF algorithm and proposed the LoOP algorithm. The

LoOP algorithm directly uses the reciprocal of the quadratic

average distance between the object and its neighbors as the

local density of the test object, and its time complexity is

similar to LOF.

In addition, Zhang et al. [20] redefined the local out-

lier factor and proposed the LDOF algorithm. For a test

object, the LDF algorithmfirst calculates the average distance

between it and its neighbors, then calculates the average of the

distance between all its neighbors, and finally uses their ratio

as the local outlier. Similar to the COF algorithm, the LDOF

algorithm also needs to calculate the distance between

every pairs of neighbors, and its time complexity is O(k2).

Latecki et al. [33] used the reach distance of the LOF algo-

rithm to replace the original distance of the variable-width

Gaussian kernel density estimation (KDE), and then used

KDE to represent the density estimate of the tested object.

Similar to the LOF algorithm, the value of the LDF is defined

by comparing the KDE of the object with its neighbor object.

The time complexity of the LDF algorithm is the same as

that of the LOF algorithm. Moreover, Schubert et al. [34]

also used KDE to improve the LOF algorithm and pro-

posed the KDEOS algorithm, but unlike the LDF algorithm,

they directly use the mathematical properties of KDE. The

KDEOS algorithm first normalizes the KDE density of each

object to z-scores respect to the KDE density of the kNN

set, then assumes that the resulting intermediate score s is a

normal distribution and uses the normal cumulative density

function to obtain the final KDEOS score. The KDEOS algo-

rithm considers that the density of objects in the dataset sat-

isfies the normally distribution, which may not be applicable

in some applications, and its time complexity is O(k(k + 1)).

The MDEF algorithm [29] sets the multi-level neighbor-

hood of the tested object according to different application

requirements, and then uses the change of the number of

objects in each neighborhood to define the MDEF value.
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FIGURE 1. The sum of the distances of oi , oj , ol and their respective neighbors are equal.

The MDEF algorithm uses the number of objects to replace

the distance between objects, which reduces the time com-

plexity of the outlier detection algorithm. However, the size

of the neighborhood is difficult to set accurately, and often

requires multiple attempts to achieve better results. There-

fore, the detection result of the MDEF algorithm is often

directly related to the user’s experience. To reduce the time

complexity of the LOF algorithm, Kriegel et al. [39] proposed

the FastABOD algorithm for high-dimensional data sets. The

main idea of the FastABOD algorithm is to take each point

as the origin, then calculate the angle between it and all its

neighbors, and use the weighted variance of these angles as

the local outlier. So for each object, the time complexity of

the algorithm is O(k2). A more detailed theoretical analysis

of the local outlier detection algorithm can be found in the

work of Schubert et al. [19], [34], Campos et al. [38]. In short,

scholars from all walks of life have improved and extended

LOF algorithm according to the application needs of differ-

ent scenarios, and have achieved many impressive scientific

research achievements.

III. A NEW LOCAL OUTLIER DETECTION APPROACH

BASED ON DATA DISTRIBUTION

A. CALCULATION OF LOCAL OUTLIER FACTOR

From the above analysis, we can find that the existing local

outlier detection approaches mainly analyze the extent to

which the object deviates from its neighbor objects from

a holistic perspective, and ignore the distribution between

them. Therefore, when these algorithms perform outlier

detection on scattered datasets, their accuracy will be affected

to varying degrees. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, the aver-

age distances of oi, oj and ol to their respective 15 neigh-

borhood objects are equal, then when k = 15, the LOF

algorithm, the SimplifiedLOF algorithm, and many of their

improved algorithms yield the same local reachability den-

sity. Similarly, if the objects have the same quadratic mean

distance from their respective neighborhood objects, the local

density estimate for the objects obtained by the LoOP algo-

rithm are the same. Obviously, we can see from the Fig. 1 that

there is a significant difference in the connectivity between

these objects and their respective neighborhood objects, and

there is also a clear distinction among the extent to which

they deviate from their respective neighborhood objects.

Therefore, the accuracy of these algorithmswill be affected in

the above cases, and we have also proved this in later exper-

iments. In view of the above problems, this paper takes full

account for the distribution between the object and its neigh-

bors and redefines the local outliers. And a more detailed

analysis of the relevant content of this section can also refer

to our previous work [1].

Assuming that the dataset O = {o1, o2, · · · , on} is

composed of n objects, each object oi = {a1, a2, · · · , am}

(1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a m-dimensional vector. In order to prevent

the over-sized attributes in the data from having a decisive

influence on the detection results, we first normalize each

dimension of the dataset. The normalized form used in our

work is to change the attribute value of the object to [0, 1].

For any dimension i, Ai = [a1i, a2i, · · · , ani](1 ≤ i ≤ m),

the normalized result is f (Ai) = [f (a1i), f (a2i), · · · , f (ani)],

and the calculation process of f (aji)(1 ≤ j ≤ n) is as in EQ.1.

f (aji) =
aji
n
∑

j=1

aji

(1)

Definition 2 (k-Neighborhood of Object o, Nk (o)): The set

of the k-nearest neighbors of object o in the dataset O, and

Nk (o) satisfies the following conditions:

• |Nk (o)| = k

• ∀oi, oj, if oi ∈ Nk (o), then |ooi| ≤ |ooj|

Definition 3 (k-Neighborhood Average Distance of

Object o, Nk−adist (o)): The Nk−adist (o) equals the average

distance from o to all objects in Nk (o):

Nk−adist (o) =

∑

p∈N (o)

|op|

|Nk (o)|
(2)

The size of the expectation can well reflect the overall

distribution of the objects in the particular attribute space.

As the average of the distance between an object and each

of its neighborhood objects, Nk−adist (o) can well reflect the

extent to which the object o deviates from Nk (o) as a whole.

In our work, |oioj| represents the number of objects thatNk (o)

contains. In order to improve the accuracy of the detection

results, the culling average algorithm [40] is used to eliminate

the influence of the extreme distance between the object o
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and Nk (o) on the calculation of Nk−adist (o). Specifically,

the distance between the object o and each object in Nk (o)

is first sorted in ascending order, and then the maximum and

minimum values are eliminated according to the ratio of ρ%.

Generally take ρ = 5 ∼ 20, let r = ρ%|N (0)|, so the

formula (2) becomes:

Nk−adist (o) =

k−r
∑

i=r+1

|op|

|Nk (o)| − 2r
(3)

It can be known from the characteristics of the local outliers

that the distance between the object o and the outliers in

Nk (o) are relatively large. After the extremum distance is

removed by the equation (3), the influence of the outliers on

the detection of the normal object can be avoided. In addition,

we normalize the k neighborhood average distance of all data,

denoted as:

Nnk−adist (o) =
Nk−adist (o)

∑

p∈O

Nk−adist (p)
(4)

Definition 4 (k-Neighborhood Variance of Object o,

Nk−vari(o)): The Nk−vari(o) equals the variance of the dis-

tance from o to all objects in Nk (o):

Nk−vari(o) =

k
∑

i=1

√

(|ooi| − Nk−adist (o))2

|Nk (o)|
(5)

Variance is commonly used to measure the degree of dis-

persion of a random variable or a set of data in mathematics.

Here we use variance to represent the degree of dispersion

of the distance between the object and each of its neighbor-

hood objects. Therefore, the Nk−vari(o) can well reflect the

dispersion between o and Nk (o). Similarly, we normalize the

Nk−vari(o), recorded as:

Nnk−vari(o) =
Nk−vari(o)

∑

p∈O

Nk−vari(p)
(6)

Definition 5 (k-Neighborhood Dispersion of Object o,

Nk−disp(o)): The degree of dispersion of object o with its

k neighborhood objects:

Nk−disp(o) = (Nnk−adist (o) + 1)Nnk−adist (o)∗Nnk−vari(o) (7)

Expectation and variance in mathematics are two impor-

tant indicators used to represent the distribution of the

datasets or variables. In Equation(4), we normalize the

k neighborhood average distance (Nk−disp(o)) of all data, this

will only change the order of magnitude of the Nk−disp(o)

from the global, and will not change the difference among

the Nk−disp(o) of the data. It can be concluded in the pre-

vious analysis that in order to improve the accuracy of the

local outlier detection algorithms, when calculating the local

outlier factor of the objects, it is necessary to fully consider

not only the overall degree of separation between the object

and its neighbors but also the distribution between them.

In this paper, we use Nk−dist (o) and Nk−vari(o) to calculate

the Nk−disp(o) of the object o, so the Nk−disp(o) can not only

show the degree of deviation of the object o from Nk (o)

as a whole, but also reflect the distribution of o and Nk (o)

within the range of k neighborhood. As shown in Fig. 1,

Nk−adist (oi) = Nk−adist (oj) = Nk−adist (ol) and Nk−vari(oi) 6=

Nk−vari(oj) 6= Nk−vari(ol), that is oi, oj and ol have the same

degree of overall deviation from their respective k neighbors,

but their connectivity to their neighbors are not the same,

so their degree of outlier are also obviously different. In the

latter experiments we can see that Nk−disp(o) can well reflect

these differences between them. As shown in Fig. 1 (a), when

the Nk (oi) of object oi is on the same circle with radius

r(r 6= 0, r = Nk−adist (o)), the Nk−vari(o) = 0. At this

time, in order not to let the exponent of Nk−disp(oi) be zero,

let Nnk−vari(o) = 1
|Nk (o)|

. From the equation (7), we can see

that the Nk−adisp(o) of the object o has three characteristics:

(1) Nk−adisp(o) is determined only by the Nnk−adist (o) and

Nnk−vari(o). (2) ∀oi, oj, if Nk−adist (oi) = Nk−adist (oj) and

Nk−vari(oi) ≥ Nk−vari(oj), then Nk−disp(oi) ≥ Nk−disp(oj).

(3) The different degrees of deviation of the objects from their

respective neighborhoods show an exponential change in the

value of k neighborhood dispersion.

Definition 6 (k-Neighborhood Density of Object o,

Nk−dens(o)): The ratio of the k neighborhood dispersion of

the object o to its k neighborhood average distance:

Nk−dens(o) =
Nk−disp(o)

Nk−adist (o)
(8)

When the object o coincides with all its neighbors,

Nk−adist (o) = Nk−vari(o) = 0, then the Nk−dens(o) becomes

meaningless. Obviously, at this pointNk−dens(o) should be the

largest in the dataset and the object o is the inners. Therefore,

in order to avoid Nk−dens(o) meaningless and to ensure that

Nk−dens(o) is the largest in the dataset, the easiest way is

to let Nk−dens(o) take a value that is slightly larger than the

neighborhood density of other objects or take a large value

directly.

Definition 7 (Local Deviation Coefficient of Object o,

LDC(o)): The local deviation coefficient of object o is

defined as:

LDC(o) =

∑

p∈N (o)

Nk−dens(p)

|Nk (o)|

Nk−dens(o)
(9)

The LDC is defined by comparing the difference of den-

sity between the object and its local neighborhood objects,

and this definition also directly restricts its local properties.

Therefore, the size of LDC(o) indicates the degree of abnor-

mality of the object o in the local range. The larger the

value of LDC(o), the greater degree of abnormality of the

object o. LDC(o) quantifies the local anomaly properties of

the object o in terms of the expectation and variance of the dis-

tance between the object o and its neighbors. Compared with

the traditional methods, LDC(o) not only takes full account

for the overall density of the object o and its neighbors in
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the local range, but also focuses on the dispersion of these

objects. Therefore, the LDC can better quantify the degree

of local anomaly of the objects from the inherent distribution

law of the local datasets.

B. SECURITY OBJECTS ELIMINATING APPROACH

BASED ON THE ROUGH CLUSTERING

The existing local outlier detection algorithms need to per-

form nearest neighbor search on all objects to calculate

their local outlier factor, so the efficiency is relatively low.

Currently, scholars mainly improve the efficiency of algo-

rithms by using various data structures to perform nearest-

neighbor search. However, the proportion of outlier data in

the dataset is very small relative to normal data. Therefore,

when outlier detection is performed on a dataset, how to

eliminate security non-outlier objects as much as possible is

another method to effectively improve the efficiency of the

algorithms. As shown in Fig. 2, the non-uniformly distributed

dataset consists of two closely distributed clusters C1, C2

and some other relatively scattered points {o7, o8, . . . , o21}.

According to the definition of local outlier factor, it can be

known that the objects with higher outlier factor are mainly

composed of scattered isolated points {o10, o11, . . . , o21} and

the points on the edge of clusters {o7, o8, o9}. In practical

applications, only the objects with large outliers are con-

cerned, and the safety points with lower outliers in clusters

C1 and C2 are not the objects to be obtained by the outlier

detection algorithms. Therefore, we can eliminate the secu-

rity points inside the cluster C1 and C2, and complete the

outlier detection of the dataset by only calculating the local

outlier factor of {o7, o8, . . . , o21}, which can greatly improve

the time efficiency of the algorithms.

FIGURE 2. Sample dataset.

The outliers initially are the by-product of many clustering

algorithms, so it is not difficult to find that clustering can

exclude the inner data that occupies most of the data in

the dataset. As a classic density-based clustering algorithm,

the DBSCAN (density based spatial clustering of applica-

tions with noise) [41] algorithm determines the relationships

of density-reachable among the data by the preset distance

threshold (Eps) and number threshold (MinPts), and then

derives all the maximum density-connected datasets (each

dataset is a cluster). The DBSCAN algorithm has the advan-

tages of being able to find the clusters of arbitrary shapes and

being insensitive to noise data. But the DBSCAN algorithm

cannot be used directly in this paper to preprocess the dataset

due to the following two limitations: (1) The goal of the

DBSCAN algorithm is to get the accurate clusters, and the

goal of data preprocessing in this paper is to obtain suspicious

outlier dataset. (2) The efficiency of DBSCAN algorithm

is relatively low. This is because the DBSCAN algorithm

needs to perform nearest neighbor search for all objects.

Moreover, the DBSCAN algorithm is difficult to accurately

determine the size of the initial threshold, and it needs to re-

cluster the dataset when the threshold changes. This paper

draws on the idea of the DBSCAN algorithm and the hierar-

chical clusteringmethod to study an efficient rough clustering

method, which can make the data with higher density in the

dataset to be absorbed by inner-classes earlier according to

continuously expand the distance threshold.

Define 8 (Core Cluster): If the number of objects contained

in the NNDis(a given distance threshold) neighborhood of

object o is not less than k(a given number threshold), then

the object and its neighbourhoods form a core cluster. In this

case, the o and its neighbors are security objects.

Define 9 (Directly Reachable-Cluster): Given a set of

objectsO, for the core clustersC1 andC2 inO, ifC1∩C2 6= ∅,

then C1 and C2 are called directly reachable-clusters.

Define 10 (Inner Reachable-Cluster): If there is a core

cluster chain {C1,C2, · · · ,Ci, · · · ,Cj} that satisfiesC1 = Cp
and Cj = Cq, Ci + 1 is a cluster directly accessible from Ci
about k and NNDis, then Cq is inner reachable-cluster from

Cp about k and NNDis.

In the datasetO, for the given k andNNDis, the object o and

its NNDis-neighborhood objects constitute a minimal core

cluster. The inner reachable-cluster is a canonical pass and

extension of directly reachable-cluster. Specially, if j = 2

in {C1,C2, · · · ,Ci, · · · ,Cj}, then {C1,C2, · · · ,Ci, · · · ,Cj}

is two directly reachable-clusters. Obviously, when two core

clusters are directly reachable-clusters or inner reachable-

clusters, they are largely of the same category. Therefore,

the directly reachable-cluster and inner reachable-cluster are

important theoretical basis for the inner-class search in this

paper.

Define 11 (Inner-Class): Let O be a database of points,

a cluster Ci about k and NNDis is a non-empty subset of O.

IfCi is composed of one core cluster or more inner reachable-

clusters, then Ci is an inner class.

Define 12 (Suspicious Point): Let {C1,C2, · · · ,Cj} be the

inner-classes of the database O for the parameters k and

NNDis, for any point p(p ∈ O), if p(p /∈ Ci(0 ≤ i ≤ n)),

then p is a suspicious point.

The first goal of our work is to search all the inner-classes

and all suspicious data of the dataset for a given neighborhood

threshold NNDis when the number threshold k is determined.

However, it is difficult to determine an appropriate NNDis

value when the users lack prior knowledge of the dataset.

If the NNDis value is too large, the accuracy of the detection

results will be reduced by the leakage of some outliers, and

the efficiency of the algorithm cannot be improved effectively

if the NNDis value is too small as the internal object cannot
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be eliminated to the maximum extent. But when the user

changes the value of NNDis, if all the data is re-clustered

every time, the time consumed is basically the same. This

will cause the algorithm to consume a lot of time when the

user modifies the threshold parameter every time, which will

undoubtedly seriously affect the time efficiency of the algo-

rithm. In this regard, this paper studies a Rough Clustering

algorithm based on Multi-Level Queries (RCMLQ). When

the user changes the NNDis value, it is not necessary to re-

query all the data, so that the inner-classes with different

NNDis values can be quickly obtained. Specifically as shown

in Algorithm 1, 1) normalize O by formula (1); 2) search all

core clusters in the dataset O under the initial neighborhood

distance threshold NNDis and the given number threshold k;

3) merge all directly reachable-clusters and inner reachable-

clusters, output all inner-classes and uncategorized data under

the neighborhood thresholdNNDis; 4) Determinewhether the

number of unclassified data meets the requirements. If yes,

the algorithm ends, otherwise the NNDis is expanded and the

above operations are repeated for unclassified data until the

number of unclassified data meets a predetermined determi-

nation condition.

The RCMLQ algorithm requires three initial parameters

(NNDis, k and MinN) when preprocessing the datasets.

For these parameters, if a set of suitable initial values can

be determined, it will undoubtedly simplify the subsequent

calculation process and improve the efficiency of RCMLQ

algorithm. For the determination of NNDis, this paper uses

the local heuristic method, that is, randomly extracts several

subsets in the local range from the dataset, and then calculates

the average value of k-neighborhood distances of all objects

in each data subset, and finally takes a suitable intermediate

value from these average values as the initial value of NNDis.

In the statistics, the quartile can well be used to represent

the degree of dispersion of the sequential data. Therefore,

we sort the above average in ascending order, and then take

the upper quartile between the minimum value (vmin) and

the maximum value (vmax) as the initial value of NNDis,

that is, NNDis = vmin + 3
4
(vmax − vmin). In the clustering

process of the RCMLQ algorithm, the distance threshold of

the subsequent calculation is doubled on the basis of the

previous one. For the setting of the k, we maintain the same

size of neighborhood in the full text, that is, the k here is the

same as the local size of the LDC. For the size of MinN, it is

not only related to the outlier rate of datasets, but also related

to the efficiency of E2DLOS algorithm. This is because the

suspected outlier data obtained after the preprocessing of the

dataset must contain all outlier data. Moreover, the smaller

the MinN, the more safety data is excluded by the RCMLQ

algorithm, and the amount of data that is needed to calculate

the local outlier factor is also smaller. The RCMLQ algorithm

continuously excludes the non-outlier data based on the den-

sity of the data, so the initial value ofMinN is only needs to be

slightly larger than the amount of target outlier data. However,

it is also necessary to calculate the k neighborhood density of

the neighbors of the suspect outlier data. And the objects with

similar densities in the same local space in the dataset often

have similar neighbors. Therefore, the efficiency of E2DLOo

algorithm is relatively stable when MinN takes a little larger

than the amount of target outlier data and changes within a

small range. We also verified this point in the experiments.

In addition, it is often difficult to accurately determine the

outlier rate of the datasets in practical applications. Therefore,

in order to better analyze the variation of the local outlier

factor of the data in the datasets, we generally let MinN take

1.5 to 2.5 times of the amount of target outlier data, and the

experiments in this paper take the intermediate value 2.

Theorem 1: Let the dataset O = {o1, o2, · · · , on}, the

i inner-classes {C1,C2, · · · ,Ci} obtained by nearest neighbor

search according to the given threshold k and NNDis. Then,

when the inner-class Ci+1 is generated, the point belonging

to the (i+1)th inner-class Ci+1 is impossible to belong to the

previous i inner-classes {C1,C2, · · · ,Ci}.

Proof: For any point oj(1 ≤ j ≤ n) in O belonging to the

xth(x ≤ i) inner-class Cx , suppose that oj also belongs to the

(i+1)th inner-class Ci+1, that is, oj is in the NNDis neighbor-

hood of a certain point in Ci+1. From definition 14, it can be

known that when oj belongs to Cx and Ci+1 simultaneously,

Cx and Ci+1 are directly reachable-clusters. Therefore, they

can be merged into an inner class, that is, Cx and Ci+1 must

belong to the same inner class.

The RCMLQ algorithm proposed in this paper is a pro-

cess of continuously absorbing data around the core clus-

ters or increasing the number of core clusters according to

the distribution density of the data. This process allows the

data with higher density in the dataset to be absorbed by

inner-classes earlier. Obviously, when the distance threshold

is increased to re-cluster the dataset, it is not necessary to re-

cluster the data that have been classified, and only the data

that have not been classified need to be clustered. And the

theorem 1 guarantees that when searching for a new core

cluster under the thresholds k and NNDis, it only needs to

be carried out in the unclassified points, which can greatly

improve the efficiency of the algorithm. It is obvious that the

RCMLQ algorithm only needs to perform nearest neighbor

search for a small amount of data when performing rough

clustering, so the RCMLQ is efficient. As shown in Fig. 2,

when the RCMLQ performs a search to generate a core

cluster C1, the nearest neighbor search clustering may not

be performed again for other data in the cluster C1 in the

following process. As Algorithm 1, the RCMLQ algorithm

effectively eliminates the safe data that occupies a larger

amount of the dataset by preprocessing the dataset, which can

greatly reduce the number of data that is needed to calculate

the local outlier factor. Thus, the efficiency of the local

outlier detection algorithm is greatly improved. In addition,

the RCMLQ algorithm improves the efficiency of local out-

lier detection by preprocessing the data to reduce the amount

of data that is needed to calculate the outlier factor. Therefore,

it can be applied as an independent part of other local outlier

detection algorithms, and can also be used together with

the method of improving outlier detection efficiency by
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Algorithm 1 RCMLQ

Input: Dataset O = {o1, o2, · · · , on}, k , NNDis, MinN

Output: inner-cluster set C , suspicious point set Odoubt
1: initialize C , Odoubt , ONNDis;

2: create a n× m matrix M = [o1, o2, · · · , on]
T

3: for j = 1 to m do

4: conduct 0-1 normalization on every column of M

according to Eq.(1);

5: end for

6: if O 6= φ do

7: search the dataset ONNDis in the NNDis neighbor-

hood of any point oj in O;

8: if |ONNDis| ≥ k do

9: let oj and its neighbors as a core cluster Cj;

10: C = C + Cj (Add Cj to C);

11: O = O− Cj (Remove Cj from O);

12: else do

13: O = O− oj (Remove oj from O);

14: end if

15: Output the datasetOdoubt that do not yet have core cluster

attributes in O;

16: merge all directly reachable-clusters in core cluster setC ;

17: if |Odoubt | ≥ MinN do

18: NNDis = 2 × NNDis;

19: repeat the calculation of steps 8 to 18 for Odoubt ;

20: else do

21: return C and Odoubt ;

improving the efficiency of nearest neighbor search. In sum-

mary, the RCMLQ algorithm further improves the efficiency

of the local outlier detection approaches from a new direction.

C. EFFICIENT LOCAL OUTLIER DETECTION ALGORITHM

This paper proposes a density-based local outlier detection

approach (E2DLOS), which takes full advantage of the dis-

tribution characteristics of the dataset itself. Firstly, in order

to make the local outlier factor more sensitive to the anomaly

degree of the objects, we take full account of the degree of dis-

persion of the object and its neighbors, and define a new local

outlier factor (LDC) of the object according to the expecta-

tion and variance of the distance between the object and its

neighbors. In addition, we study a rough clustering approach

based on multi-level query (RCMLQ), which can efficiently

partition the dataset into security dataset and possible out-

lier dataset. Obviously, after the dataset is preprocessed by

RCMLQ, it does not change the neighborhood properties of

the data. Therefore, after preprocessing the dataset, it does not

change the inherent outlier attribute of the data itself. In this

way, we only need to calculate the local outlier factor for the

possible outlier data, which can greatly reduce the amount of

data that is needed to calculate the outlier factor.

As shown in Algorithm 2, for the given dataset O,

the process of the E2DLOS algorithm is as follows:

1) preprocess the dataset O by algorithm 1 to get inner

Algorithm 2 E2DLOS

Input: Dataset O = {o1, o2, · · · , on}, k , MNDis, MinN ,

moutlier
Output: Outlier series Ooutlier = {o1, o2, · · · , omoutlier }

1: initialize Ooutlier , C , I , Otemp, Oknn, Odoubt ;

2: using algorithm 1 to preprocess dataset O and get inner-

cluster set C and suspicious point set Odoubt ;

3: for j = 1 to ndoubt (ndoubt = |Odoubt |) do

4: Search k nearest neighbors Oknn of oj;

5: Otemp = Otemp ∪ Oknn;

6: end for

7: output the dataset Otemp(Otemp = Otemp ∪ Odoubt );

8: for j = 1 to n1(n1 = (|Otemp|) do

9: calculate Nk−adist(oj) according to Eq.(3);

10: calculate Nk−vari(oj) according to Eq.(5);

11: end for

12: for j=1 to n1 do

13: conduct 0-1 normalization on Nk−adist(oj) and

Nk−vari(oj) according to Eq.(1);

14: calculate Nk−disp(oj) according to Eq.(7);

15: calculate Nk−dens(oj) according to Eq.(8);

16: end for

17: for j=1 to ndoubt do

18: calculate Ij(Ij = LDC(oj)) according to Eq.(9);

19: end for

20: sort objects set Odoubt in descending order according to

I ;

21: return Ooutlier = {o1, o2, · · · , omoutlier } (the first moutlier
objects with large outliers);

class set C and suspicious point set Odoubt ; 2) search for

the k-neighborhood objects of each data in Odoubt and out-

put the set Otemp of all these k-neighborhood objects; 3) cal-

culate the k-neighborhood average distance of each object

in Odoubt and Otemp by the formula (3) and normalize them;

4) calculate the k-neighborhood variance of each object in

Odoubt and Otemp by formula (5) and normalize them; 5) cal-

culate the k-neighborhood dispersion of each object inOdoubt
and Otemp by formula (7); 6) calculate the k-neighborhood

density of each object in Odoubt and Otemp by formula (8);

7) calculate the local deviation coefficient LDC of each object

in Odoubt by formula (9); 8) sort the objects of the dataset

Odoubt in descending order according to LDC, and the first

moutlier objects are the outliers in O.

For the E2DLOS algorithm, we first use the rough cluster-

ing algorithm RCMLQ to preprocess it, and then perform the

outlier quantification calculation on the suspicious dataset.

Finally, the first moutlier objects with the largest outlier factor

are obtained as the outlier objects of the dataset. We use

the R*-tree to determine the neighborhood of the object,

and its computational complexity will be greatly reduced.

Assuming that the size of dataset is n, the dimension of

each data is m, the number of neighbors of the object is k ,

s is the minimum number of items of each index node
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in the R*-tree, then the complexity of normalized attribute

value to [0, 1] is O(mn); For the RCMLQ algorithm, it is a

process in which the core clusters are continuously merged

so that no neighbor search is performed on each data in

the dataset during the operation, and its time complexity

is O(n2(klogsn)), where n2 is the number of objects that is

needed to perform nearest neighbor search. The RCMLQ

algorithm only needs to traverse the dataset once when per-

forming clustering, and the neighbors of the target object do

not need to perform nearest neighbor search in the process

of generating the core cluster, so n2 is much smaller than n.

As shown in Algorithm 2, after the RCMLQ algorithm is

processed, the number of objects needed to calculate the

k-neighborhood average distance is n1, and the time com-

plexity of this process is O((klogsn + km)), where n1 is the

number of suspicious points combined with their respec-

tive neighborhood objects. The complexity of calculating the

k neighborhood variance of the test object isO(kn1); The time

complexity of normalized k-neighborhood average distance

and k-neighborhood variance are bothO(n1); The complexity

of calculating LDC is O(ndoubt (klogsndoubt )), where ndoubt
is the number of suspicious points; Using the bucket sort

algorithm with the time complexity is the lowest, the time

complexity is O(n1); For the determination of the outliers,

the time complexity of extracting the first moutlier objects

is O(mdoubt ); So the total time complexity of N2DLOF is

O(k(n1 + n2)logsn). Since (n1 + n2) < n in general, the time

complexity of the algorithm in this paper is much less than

O(n2) of the LOF algorithm, and also less than O(knlogn) of

the algorithm that uses the classical data structure to perform

the nearest neighbor search.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we perform a series of comparative exper-

iments on multiple synthetic datasets and real datasets to

verify the superiority of the E2DLOS algorithm proposed

in this paper. The LOF algorithm is the most classical

algorithm that is groundbreaking in local outlier detection.

The SimplifiedLOF, LoOP, Ldof and COF are the classical

extensions of LOF, and the authors in the literature [38]

have verified by theory and experiments that they have better

time efficiency or higher accuracy. In addition, due to the

limitation of the length of the article, this paper compares

the five algorithms from the time efficiency and the accuracy

of the test results to verify the superiority of the E2DLOS

algorithm. All approaches have been implemented in java

and the experiments have been conducted on the Intel(R)

Core(TM) i5-3470 CPU @ 3.20 GHz Windows 7 machine

with 4GB of RAM.

A. SYNTHETIC DATASET

The reason for using synthetic datasets in experiments is

that we can better control the distribution of datasets. First,

we verify the superiority of the E2DLOS algorithm in accu-

racy with the synthetic scattered datasets. As shown in Fig. 1,

for the three synthesized datasets, each dataset contains

16 objects, each object in the dataset is a two-dimensional

vector, and the average distance of oi, oj and oj to all other

objects in their respective dataset are equal. It can be clearly

seen from the Fig. 1 that oi and ol are the points with

the largest outliers in their respective datasets. While oj is

at the center of the dataset in which it is located and its

degree of outlier is minimal from a global perspective, but

the anomaly of the object in its lower right corner may be

smaller than it at different k values. In this work, we use the

LOF, SimplifiedLOF, LoOP, Ldof, COF and the E2DLOS

algorithm proposed in this paper to quantify the outliers

of oi, oj and ol , and employ the ranking of the outliers of

each object in their respective datasets to show the detection

results of the algorithms. When the k takes different values,

the experimental results are shown in tables 1-3. It should be

noted that in the tables 1-3, the first number in the parentheses

indicates the size of the local outlier factor, and the second

number indicates its ranking.

It can be found from Table 1 that when k=15, the outliers

obtained by each algorithm are global outliers. At this time,

in addition to the SimplifiedLOF algorithm, the other four

algorithms can accurately quantify the local outlier factor

of two of the three tested objects. This is because the Sim-

plifiedLOF algorithm replaces the reachability distance of

the LOF algorithm with the kNN distance, which is a more

coarser-grained calculation. In addition, except for the LoOP

TABLE 1. Comparison of test results (k=15).

TABLE 2. Comparison of test results (k=10).
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TABLE 3. Comparison of test results (k=5).

algorithm, the other four algorithms cannot accurately quan-

tify the local outlier factor of oj in dataset 2. This is because

the quadratic mean distance utilized by the LoOP algorithm

is sensitive to the scenes where the magnitude of the distance

between the object and its neighboring objects exhibits a

gradient change. However, the quadratic mean distance is

insensitive to the small change in the distance between the

object and its neighboring objects, so the LoOP algorithm

cannot accurately quantify the local outlier factor of oi in

dataset 1. Nevertheless, the E2DLOS algorithm in this paper

can almost accurately obtain the local outlier factor of oj as its

ranking is only one bit worse than the exact ranking. It can be

seen from Table 2 that when k=10, the LOF, SimplifiedLOF

and Ldof algorithms can only accurately calculate the local

outlier factor of one of the three tested objects, the LoOP

and COF algorithms can accurately calculate the local outlier

factor of two of the three tested objects, and our E2DLOS

algorithm can accurately calculate the local outlier factor of

these three objects. Therefore, when the value of k decreases,

the LoOP and COF algorithms maintain a higher accuracy,

and the E2DLOS algorithm proposed in this paper has an

ideal detection result. It can be seen from Table 3 that when

k=5, the SimplifiedLOF algorithm cannot get any desired

result, the LDOF algorithm can only accurately calculate the

local outlier factor of ol in the dataset 3, the LoOP and COF

algorithms can accurately calculate the local outlier factor

of two of them, while the LOF algorithm and the E2DLOS

algorithm proposed in this paper can accurately detect the

outliers for the datasets of varying degrees of dispersion.

In summary, the sensitivity of local outlier factor that

obtained by each algorithm to the degree of abnormality of

the data with different degrees of dispersion is quite different.

The effectiveness of the SimplifiedLOF algorithm is gener-

ally inferior to the other five algorithms. The LDOF algorithm

can have a certain detection effect when the k value is large,

but the effectiveness is also low when the k value is small.

The LOF algorithm has a large difference in detection results

under different k values, but it can obtain ideal detection

results when k takes an appropriate value. And the LoOP and

COF algorithms are insensitive to the change of k value and

achieve acceptable results at different k values, but in general

it is not as good as the E2DLOS algorithm proposed in this

paper.

B. REAL DATASET

In this section, we chose the following real-world datasets

to evaluate the six algorithms. The high dimensional

dataset Forest Cover (FC) contains 581,012 records with

54 quantitative attributes. It is available at the UCI KDD

Archive [42] and was also used in [43]. TAO [44] contains

575,648 records with 3 attributes (SST, RH, Prec), where

SST is the sea surface temperature, measured in units of

degrees centigrade at a depth of 1 meter, RH is the rel-

ative humidity, measured in units of percent at a height

of 3 meters above mean sea level, and Prec is the precipi-

tation, measured in units of millimeters per hour at a height

of 3.5 meters above mean sea level. A smaller TAO dataset

was used in [43] and [45]. Stock contains 1,048,575 records

with 1 attribute. It is available at UPenn Wharton Research

Data Services [46]. A similar stock trading dataset was used

in [47]. In the experiments of this article, we intercepted

10,000 of the records in each dataset.

First we compare the effectiveness of all algorithms.

We take k = 5, and list the number of identical objects among

the 10 objects with the largest local outlier factor obtained

by the all algorithms in each dataset, as shown in tables 4-6.

It can be seen from the tables that the differences among these

algorithms in the detection results of the three real datasets

TABLE 4. The number of identical objects among the 10 objects with the
largest local outlier factor obtained by each algorithm on stock.

TABLE 5. The number of identical objects among the 10 objects with the
largest local outlier factor obtained by each algorithm on TAO.

TABLE 6. The number of identical objects among the 10 objects with the
largest local outlier factor obtained by each algorithm on FC.
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TABLE 7. The first 5 outliers and their neighbors in TAO mined by LOF.

TABLE 8. The first 5 outliers and their neighbors in TAO mined by SIMPLIEDLOF.

TABLE 9. The first 5 outliers and their neighbors in TAO mined by LDOF.

TABLE 10. The first 5 outliers and their neighbors in TAO mined by LoOP.

TABLE 11. The first 5 outliers and their neighbors in TAO mined by COF.

TABLE 12. The first 5 outliers and their neighbors in TAO mined by E2DLOS.

are similar. Specifically, the detection results of LDOF on the

three datasets are different from the other algorithms, and the

detection results of simpliedLOF and the other algorithms

are a little similar. In addition, the LoOP and COF as well

as the LoOP and the E2DLOS have a certain similarity with

the test results on the three datasets, while E2DLOS has a

high similarity with the LoOP. However, which algorithm is

more accurate? It depends on the extent to which the object

deviates from its neighbors. In view of the limitation of the

article space and the better visualization of the effectiveness

of each algorithm, this work selects the three-dimensional

dataset TAO to analyze the detection results of each algorithm

in detail.

We first take k = 5 and list the five points with the

largest value of the local outlier factor obtained by each algo-

rithm and their respective neighborhood objects, as shown

in tables 7-12. It should be noted that the data in the first

column in the tables 7-12, the data in front of the parentheses
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FIGURE 3. The relationship between the five data with the largest local outlier factor and their respective neighbors mined by each algorithm in TAO.

represent the location of test data in the original dataset, and

the data in the parentheses is the specific test data. Then,

we compare the sensitivity of the local outlier factor obtained

by each algorithm to the local deviation degree of the objects

according to the distribution law between the objects and their

respective neighbors. In order to more intuitively compare the

sensitivity of the local outlier factor of each algorithm to the

local anomalies degree of objects with different distribution

laws, we use the three-dimensional space to plot the top five

outlier data and their respective neighbors obtained by each

algorithm. As shown in Fig. 3, where (a, b, c, d, e) are the first

five outlier objects and their respective neighbors obtained by

E2DLOS algorithm or LoOP algorithm, (d, f, a, g, h), (i, c, j,

k, e) and (a, b, d, c, e) are the first five outlier objects and

their respective neighbors for the simplifiedLOF algorithm,

COF algorithm and the LOF algorithm. Since the first five

objects obtained by the Ldof algorithm are not the same as

other algorithms, we only list the first four objects (l, m, n, o)

and their neighbors.

As can be seen from the tables, the E2DLOS algorithm and

the LoOP algorithm have the same 5 points with the largest

local outlier factor and the same arrangement order. However,

they appear different for the first time to the eighth objects

and there are some differences in the ordering of subsequent

outlier data. The E2DLOS algorithm and the LOF algorithm

find the 5 same points with the largest local outlier factor

but the ordering has a certain difference. Compared with the

E2DLOS algorithm, the SimpliedLOF algorithm and COF

algorithm have only two common points, and the five points

obtained by the LDOF algorithm are completely different.

This is because the LOF algorithm and the LoOP algorithm

do not take into account the distribution of the object and

its neighborhood objects like the E2DLOS algorithm, so the

E2DLOS algorithm has better sensitivity to scattered data.

In addition, the simpliedLOF algorithm is more sensitive to

the dataset with large kNN distance, the COF algorithm is

more sensitive for datasets with connectivity characteristics

in the data patterns, the LDOF algorithm is more sensitive

to the objects with large distance among the neighborhood

objects. From Fig. 3, it can be seen clearly that the five

data points obtained by the E2DLOS algorithm are indeed

outliers, and the E2DLOS algorithm is more sensitive to

the degree of deviation of the data within the local range.

Therefore, the outlier factor obtained by the E2DLOS can

better represent the degree of abnormality of the object in the

scattered data, which makes it have higher accuracy in the

anomaly detection of the scattered data.

Here we verify the efficiency of the E2DLOS algorithm.

We take full account of the influence of various factors on

the algorithms and test their time efficiency by changing
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various conditions. The experimental contents include the

effect of the RCMLQ algorithm in improving the efficiency

of the E2DLOS algorithm, the RCMLQ algorithm and the

classical data structures are independent in improve the effi-

ciency of the E2DLOS algorithm, and the effect of the size

of the data dimension and the size of the local neighborhood

on the time efficiency of all algorithms. Therefore, we set up

the following combinations of conditions to perform local

outlier detection on the dataset. Specifically, 1) use LDC

alone; 2) use LDC and RCMLQ together; 3) combine LDC,

RCMLQ and R*-tree; 4) use LDC and R*-tree together;

5) apply R*-tree to RCMLQ (RCMLQ (R*-tree)) and com-

bined with LDC and R*-tree. Finally, we change the size

of k for different dimensional test datasets and use E2DLOS

(combined with LDC and RCMLQ) algorithm to perform

local outlier detection, and then compare it with the tradi-

tional LOF algorithm, SimplifiedLOF algorithm, LoOP algo-

rithm, Ldof algorithm and COF algorithm. The experimental

results are shown in figures 4-6.

FIGURE 4. The running time comparison of local outlier detection on TAO
under different conditions.

As shown in Fig. 4, when R*-tree is used for nearest

neighbor search, it has a significant effect on improving the

efficiency of the local outlier detection algorithms. When

using only the RCMLQ algorithm, the time of outlier detec-

tion can be reduced by 16 percent to 18 percent at different k

values. Furthermore, after the RCMLQ algorithm is used to

preprocess the dataset, the efficiency of local outlier detec-

tion algorithm is not significantly improved when the R*-

tree is applied to the nearest neighbor search of suspicious

outlier data. This is because the nearest neighbor search of the

RCMLQ algorithm determines the efficiency of local outlier

detection, and the nearest neighbors of many suspicious out-

lier data have already been determined in the preprocessing.

Similarly, when the R*-tree is used for the nearest neigh-

bor search of the RCMLQ algorithm and suspected outlier

data, the time efficiency of the algorithm can be further

improved on the basis of the use of R*-tree alone, which

can reach 15 percent to 18 percent at different k . Therefore,

the RCMLQ studied in this paper effectively improves the

time efficiency of the local outlier detection algorithm from

a new perspective.

As shown in Fig. 5, we compare the running time of

E2DLOS algorithm, LOF algorithm, simpliedLOF algorithm,

FIGURE 5. The running time of each algorithm on TAO at different k .

LoOP algorithm, COF algorithm and LDOF algorithm in the

case of different k values. It can be seen that the running time

of the LDOF algorithm is relatively low and little affected by

the change of k , which is because the LDOF algorithm does

not need to calculate the density ratio of the tested object to its

neighborhood objects. Compared with the other algorithms,

LDOF is a coarse-grained local outlier factor. The runtime

of the LoOP algorithm and the COF algorithm are similar

at different k values. And the running time of the E2DLOS

algorithm is slightly smaller than that of the LoOP algorithm

and the COF algorithm, but it is much smaller than the

LOF algorithm and the simpliedLOF algorithm. Therefore,

the E2DLOS algorithm presented in this paper is efficient.

As shown in Fig. 6, we take k = 5 and compare the running

times of E2DLOS algorithm, LOF algorithm, simplifiedLF

algorithm, LoOP algorithm, COF algorithm and LDOF algo-

rithm on the datasets of different dimensions. It can be found

that the time efficiency of all algorithms is reduced when the

dimensions of the datasets are increased, and the LDOF algo-

rithm is the most obvious when the dataset is increased from

one-dimensional to three-dimensional. In addition, when the

neighborhood search range is small (k = 5), in addition to

the high efficiency of the LDOF algorithm on the dataset

stock, the E2DLOS algorithm proposed in this paper has

some advantages in time efficiency on the three datasets with

different dimensions.

FIGURE 6. The running time of each algorithm on the datasets of
different dimensions (k = 5).
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we take full advantage of the distribution of

the dataset to redefine a local outlier factor (LDC), and

study a rough clustering algorithm (RCMLQ) based on the

multi-level queries to preprocess the dataset. Based on these,

we propose an efficient local outlier detection algorithm

(E2DLOS). Compared with the traditional local outlier factor

quantification methods, the LDC is more sensitive to scat-

tered data and this improves the accuracy of the local outlier

detection. Moreover, the RCMLQ greatly reduces the amount

of data that is needed to be quantified for local outlier factor

according to the characteristics of local outlier detection,

and it can improve the efficiency of local outlier detection

algorithm in parallel with the traditional method of improving

the efficiency of nearest neighbor search. The experimental

results show that the E2DLOS algorithm has higher detec-

tion accuracy for the scattered dataset, and RCMLQ has a

significant effect on improving the time efficiency of the

E2DLOS algorithm. In the experiments we can also find out

that for the more closely distributed dataset, the RCMLQ

algorithm is more effective in improving the efficiency of the

local outlier detection. Moreover, the RCMLQ algorithm can

also be applied to various local outlier detection methods to

improve the efficiency by preprocessing the dataset. In the

future, we will apply the above algorithms to various practical

and complex environments for anomaly detection.
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